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Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of progress in the use of sound as a tool in support of visualisation and gives an insight into its development and future needs. Special emphasis is given to the use of sound in Scientific and Engineering Applications. A system developed to support surface data presentation and interaction by using sound is presented and discussed.

1. Introduction

Most graphics applications use only the visual channel for information display. Use of sound is restricted to signalling errors with no additional attributes. Apart from specific applications like games, sonar, music, or multimedia presentations, very little sound is used as support to imagery. This situation is set to change due to pioneering work in recent years, followed by a rapid growth in use of sound to convey information [24]: in general the results have proved that sound is a valuable tool for yielding meaning and even structured information, particularly in demanding operations where the visual channel is overloaded with information or in monitoring situations where the user needs knowledge of hidden events and objects.

Sound can be a useful tool to tackle some of the challenges in visualisation. Possible areas that can benefit from use of sound are:

1. Data representation: sound may add further dimension to visual presentations (complementary) or provide redundancy of representation (supplementary). Much scientific information is not necessarily graphic in nature, and sound might be a better tool for representing some data. Moreover, the number of different dimensions that can be visually interpreted at one time is limited.

2. Perceptual Issues: sound has properties different from vision which might shed light on patterns and structures not observed visually. In complementary presentation, the image drives the sound interpretation and more information can be gathered by combining both senses. In supplementary presentation, data which might be missed by visual overload or by lack of visual detail may be detected aurally.

3. Sound can contribute at several levels of the interaction process: As a tool for navigation in a fixed image, sound can help provide feedback on what is being hidden by the visible part of the image. Sound can help relieve visual workload, so as to speed up interpretation and therefore speed up interaction. If the user can get at least an initial idea of the contents of portions of data by sound, this reduces the number of costly interactions like viewpoint change, which take long to execute. One important aspect of interaction by sound is that with time and practice, capabilities of sound understanding and segregation increase and the user is able to interpret information or even create mental image associations using sound alone, in a process similar to that observed with the blind. If well designed, sound is non-intrusive, and should not affect, but instead improve, visual interpretation.

4. The problem of adding time dimension to data presentation may well be supported by sound mappings. The temporal nature of sound makes that association plausible and desirable.

5. Another aspect that can clearly be helped by use of sound is the validation of the graphical processes. The tasks of proving a graphical mapping correct and testing graphical processes are complex. Sound mappings of data and properties during presentation can facilitate the task.

6. Memory of data and properties can be improved by meaningful auditory representation.

The word Sonification has generally been used to indicate the mapping to sound of some sort of numerical data with the intention of conveying information [39]. The term Sonic Design indicates the definition of the components of the sound stimuli that will correspond to particular pieces of information.
2. On the Use of Sound to Convey Information

Prior Work

Pioneering work using sound at the interface [46], [4] [33] and in multi-parameter sound presentation [36] as well as the potential of presenting data on two channels simultaneously [27] has indicated a strong case for the use of sound at the interface [9] [24].

 Particularly interesting results supporting the display of events were obtained by Gaver [13,14,15, 16,17,18,19] and by Blattner et al. [2],[6,8],[22]. Two types of auditory presentation were developed: earcons and auditory icons. Both represent an object by use of a sound burst or sequence of sounds that meaningfully identity an event or object. Earcons use musical listening as basis while auditory icons use ‘everyday’ sounds, exploiting the familiar associations we use when identifying the source of a particular sound in everyday life.

 Progress is now being made in mappings and programming environments for use of sound in multivariate data presentation [38,39] [23,25] [3] especially where graphical display is used in parallel with audio signals [38] [41] [37] [11] and in related work in the area of Scientific Visualisation [1] [3][32] [28]. 3D sound is expected to play an important role in the presentation of multi-dimensional objects [42,43].

 The advantages and disadvantages of using sound can be summarised thus:

Advantages: Sound is an alternative representation for certain types of information which are difficult to present graphically; it provides relief for the overloaded visual channel; it promotes a sense of engagement; it can be used in monitoring situations outwith the visual field; it is a very advanced human sense for detection; it allows a limited possibility of passive perception; it improves memory support; we naturally interact with sound in everyday situations, and it improves access for visually impaired users.

Disadvantages: Insufficient research in auditory interpretation of complex sounds makes it difficult to design proper sonifications; ambiguity may occur when a mapping is generalised; masking is a serious problem; there are difficulties in testing techniques by properly controlled experiments; and training is usually necessary.

 Some of the difficulties in working with sound are also shared by graphical representations, but sound perception has properties very different from visual perception. In particular, sounds usually represent temporal structures while spatial structures are best represented visually. The mapping of data to sound, however, can encompass both aspects (temporal and spatial). Masking in hearing is also more likely to occur for simple structures than in vision. The resolution in the perception of sound properties is relatively poor compared to the continuous nature of objects in everyday life.

Perception and Sonification

To work with sound for information display it is very important to understand how human auditory perception and processing occurs [10][20][29,30,31] [7]. It is essential to identify the basics of sound perception in advance of designing any mappings, to avoid ambiguity in the result. All sonifications used to convey meaning should be perceptually based. Auditory perception is much less studied than visual perception, we are very far from a full understanding, and many of the psychological results are contradictory. Only in recent years are Gestalt principles that have proved effective in visual cognition being confirmed or adapted to hearing [44].

Both musical and everyday listening can contribute to sonic designs. While everyday listening is based on our ability to recognise sound sources, there are few techniques that can synthesise natural sounds. They can, however, be simulated. Aspects of everyday listening are important both in the representation of events and in recognition of different sources in multiple-stream sound production. There is also a strong case for use of Music to represent information. Music is actually a means of communication [21], although most of us are not aware of it. Numbers and mathematical relations are used to this day as tools for composition. All this can be used to communicate data in a manner that can be learned by most.

Perspectives on the Use of Sound as a Supportive Tool in Computer Applications

Whilst sonification research has advanced in recent years, there is need for more research before the field evolves into a well established area in human/computer interaction. Some frameworks, languages, and equipment are available, but these resources can only be developed to full potentiality once the requirements of more applications have been established. Techniques have to be tested under a wider range of conditions. The best way of proving the utility of sound is by using it. More research is necessary to measure the extent to which sound improves performance. Hardware and software for sound manipulation is still limited. [38, 39] describe hardware (Capybara) and software (Kyma) systems to support sound generation and sonification in real time. The system has evolved over recent years and represents a powerful tool to generate sound functions from a programming environment, using an object oriented graphical language.

 Many workstations now come with good quality
sound built-in, offering a low-cost alternative for sound generation well suited to many applications. MIDI synthesis equipment is inexpensive and provides very good quality sound and synthesis flexibility. The current drawback is the great differences between different equipment, different synthesis techniques, and different sets of MIDI messages. The researcher ends up having to design his own language for sound manipulation as a first step to sonification. Further research is necessary in integrating and standardising hardware and software sound synthesis capabilities for use in data display.

In summary, all aspects of sonic display of information need further research before it can be established as an easy option for the visualisation programmer to work with. Figure 1 shows the main research areas.

In [32] McCabe, and Rangwalla describe mappings for Computational Fluid Dynamics. They identify four categories of mappings: (1) Direct Simulation, whereby data is translated into sound; (2) Virtual Reality feedback, to facilitate the sensation of presence; (3) Annotations of Scenes and Animation, for the accompaniment of image presentations; (4) Validation, for confirmation that calculations are correct. Two case studies are presented, one for mapping of the functioning of a heart pump and another for data mapping of rotor-stator tonal acoustics.

Astheimer [1] developed a model to include sonification in a Data Flow type Visualisation System as well as a set of sound producing tools to allow users of such systems to select sound parameters onto which data can be mapped. A visualisation tool like Exvis [40] was built as an example and corresponding sonifications were created. An extension of the Iconographic Presentation of Exvis was developed with correlated Sonification. A model and tools for sonification of environment interaction in Virtual Reality were also implemented.

Minghim and Forrest [34] present details of sound mappings for surface data provided by SSound, the surface sonification system developed by the authors.

3. An Example - SSound

Visualisation and Surfaces

One of the basic ways to present graphically is by use of surfaces. For volumetric data, isosurface rendering is commonly used in visualisation systems. Surfaces are reconstructed from voxel data, by checking which voxels contain specific values and determining the geometry of a surface inside the voxels [47]. The result is a polygonal approximation of surfaces, usually by triangular elements. Surfaces are also useful for extension of 2D mappings (like height fields) and CAD applications, and for other multi-variate data presentations. Ssound implements a number of sound functions to support surface-based data presentation and analysis.

Surface Definition

In order to allow for further graphical manipulation and property calculation, it is common practice to fit a surface to the triangulation resulting from the surface reconstruction process [12] or to estimate parameters of the polygonal description itself [47] [45]. In Ssound we fitted a bicubic surface to the bilinear isosurface using the Clough-Tocher finite element as part of the 'Data and Image Manipulation Functions' component of Ssound (see Figure 6). The
resulting equations are used to calculate geometric properties of the surface that are in turn responsible for sound generation and control in the sonic mappings.

The Approach to Sonification of Surface Data

The sonifications designed and implemented for SSound were based in first instance on perceptual principles of Musical and Everyday Listening and aural recognition of timbre. The decision of what sound to use in each situation depends on some basic issues:

1. The particular sound structures and combinations which can be detected and interpreted by the human hearing apparatus.
2. The meaning that is 'naturally' attributed to a particular sound.
3. What new meaning can be attributed to a particular sound or sound structure by learning which does not conflict with preconditioned ideas.
4. What sound and meaning association may be used to represent the particular event, action or object under analysis.

There are a number of means by which any form of communication can convey information. One classification for the type of codification of data is [13]: (1) Symbolic: There is a symbol to which a certain datum or event is associated. Learning is necessary, for it relies on conventions for meaning. (2) Nomic: There is physical association between data and representation. (3) Metaphorical: Although not physically related to the information they represent, their mappings are not totally symbolic, but consider representative weight of the representation by use of similarities among different experiences. For example, the representation of an 'uphill' journey would be a 'slow' sound with increasing pitch; hierarchical structure would be represented by rhythm ordering, etc.

Most elements used in SSound are Metaphorical, although some symbolic relations are also used.

The building blocks of the sonifications are multiple sound streams (1 to 4) created and controlled independently or in combination depending on the specific graphical or data property, object or event that occurs. The control is transparent to the user so that from his point of view, what is heard is one sound burst, a sequence of tones, or a continuous presentation of multiple sounds that vary individually. From changes in sound, the user detects change in data or property and from the type of change in sound he detects type of change in data.

To use sound in Three-Dimensional Visualisation, there are problems inherent in interaction and synchronisation with complex objects. Three types of synchronisation are used: one is controlled by a change in one of three possible dimensions (usually x, y and z) or in all three directions simultaneously; one user action causing property calculations that generate a chain of calculations and tone displays; and finally one associated with property calculation that generates a series of simultaneous sounds. Figure 2 shows the facilities for synchronisation in SSound.

SSound Components

The graphic basics in SSound use NCSA Image software. Image builds isosurfaces using an extension to the Marching Cubes algorithm [26] applied to data defined on a regular volumetric grid.

Sound was developed on a Macintosh Quadra 950. Sound is produced by a synthesiser module Korg Wavestation SR, connected via MIDI interface to the computer. Software was developed using MPW C. All graphic and sound functions were implemented as extensions to NCSA Image. Figure 3 shows the organisation of the modules that comprise SSound.
'MIDI Management Tools Set' (MIDI Manager for short) is a library provided by Apple to control communications via MIDI between drivers and programs or between different program modules. 'MIDI Messages' stores a table of the possible messages implemented by the synthesiser. 'MIDI Kernel' controls the composition of MIDI messages required by the Sound Library and the formatting of messages in the MIDI Manager format. 'Sound Tools Library' is the set of sound generation and playback functions implemented to provide the tools for the visualisation program. 'Sound Data' stores the current status of the different sound streams. 'Data and Image Manipulation Functions' is the module responsible for image creation and interaction, partly comprising NCSA Image functions and tools, partly developed by the authors to extend graphical presentation, property calculation and interaction in Image. 'Sonification Functions' is the module responsible for the interfaces between users, graphics, data, and sound, implementing the sound mappings. 'HDF files' are data files, formatted in Hierarchical Data Format.

The whole of the sound tools library is dependent upon the sound organisation data structure that controls the channels currently playing, the status of each of these channels and sound timbre settings. A convention for timbre assignment in the sound module is adopted. Organisation of the 15 possible channels is in progressive order of timbres. A fuller description of Ssound is given in [35].

The Sound Mappings

Some of the sound mappings implemented are based directly on the original data set, some on the volumetric distribution of the surface and some on the geometric properties of the isosurfaces.

Grid Sonification is obtained straight from the data values. The original three-dimensional grid is projected onto the window where the isosurface(s) is being presented (see Figure 4). As the user moves the mouse around the window, values inside the current voxel are mapped into frequency, so that by 'listening' to the data the user is able to detect values that 'stand out' and data trends in a way similar to that presented in [40]. The grid display frame the perception of the sound tones. Position inside the voxel is reinforced by stereo channel distribution or by quadraphonic sound, whichever is available. If the volume selected for rendering is partial the selected portion is highlighted on screen. The user has the option of 'sonifying' either the selected sub-volume, or the whole volume, and in each case all values or only isosurface values of the data set (see Figure 4 (c)). This gives a series of options to the user to compare isovalue to non-isovalues, selected sub-volume to the whole volume, or simply to try to localise special cases or trends in the data set by sound. Higher values are mapped onto higher frequencies and lower values onto lower frequencies. Figure 4 shows an example of this 'grid mapping', and its options.

Most Sonification Functions and associated graphic processes were developed as extensions to the Toolbox section of NCSA Image (last five icons in Figure 5(a)). A Volume Scan Process which creates a bounding box around the portion of the volume being analysed, and a 'volume probe' that can be moved around the volume 'collecting' information about the surface or surfaces rendered into that volume were implemented. The volume probe can be moved in the x, y and z directions and can change size. As the probe moves, a number of sound functions are available to help estimate contents of the volume probe, the bounding box, and relationships between them. A 'Score Scheme' estimates the number of triangles of the surface in any particular volume. In one sonification, a tone tells how much of the box probe is occupied, followed by another tone that tells how much of the total surface the volume probe contains. In another sonification, the volume is split in two in a chosen direction and two tones represent how much of the surface is present in each half, thus directing the user towards the more populated part of the volume. A further sound function presents this two-tone display for three directions in sequence. In addition, the user can remove the external bounding box, select the current volume probe as the bounding box of the next rendering process, as well as memorise...
a particular position of the volume probe and restore that position, in this way being able to compare contents between two different volume probes by sound as well as visually. High densities are mapped into low frequencies and low densities into high frequencies due to our perception of 'full' or 'heavy' corresponding to low frequencies, and 'empty' or 'light' corresponding to high frequencies. Stereo is used to indicate orientation inside the volume, by presenting 'low' coordinates to the left ear, 'high' coordinates to the right ear and 'middle' to both ears. Volume is controlled inversely to frequency as audio resolution is lower in the low range of frequencies, if volume is kept constant.

In Coordinate Mapping, coordinates are mapped into frequency. Three streams are presented continually, representing variations in the x, y and z coordinates of surface triangles. When a variation in any direction occurs, the value of the corresponding sound stream changes. Because the order of generation of the surface in Marching Cubes is 'volume driven', z varies more slowly, y second, and x more rapidly. The result of the sonification is to represent progression in coordinate values, so that variations in shape generate variations in sound that can be detected aurally.

Table 1: Surface property sound mappings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURFACE PROPERTY</th>
<th>SOUND PROPERTY</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>frequency, stereo field, volume</td>
<td>Stereo field helps identify change in direction not seen visually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient sign</td>
<td>frequency, rhythm, volume</td>
<td>Shows alterations in position that might not be identified visually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean curvature</td>
<td>frequency, volume</td>
<td>Shape variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Curvature</td>
<td>frequency, volume, stereo field</td>
<td>Shape variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal curvature</td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>Shape variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geodesic Curvature</td>
<td>frequency, tempo, volume, timbre</td>
<td>Shape variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geodesics</td>
<td>frequency, tempo, volume, timbre</td>
<td>Shape identity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 shows surface slices with detail obtained by the volume scan process. Average coordinate values in a triangle are mapped into frequency. The three streams are represented by different timbres, chosen well apart to ensure discrimination. Different coordinates are mapped to different channels which may be distributed in a number of ways. Volume, timbre and tempo are used to identify 'progression' on the surface so that 'rougher' areas give the impression of 'difficulty' of generation communicated by slow and 'heavy' timbres, while smoother areas have 'faster' sounds. This analogy is repeated in the sonifications based on geometric properties.

Figure 5: Volume Scan Extension
(a) Tools dialogue with Sound Extensions
(b) Dialogue for Volume Scan. Corresponding keys on the keyboard will have the same functions.
(c) Surface with bounding box and box probe.

Figure 6: Surface Fitting Example
(a) A slice of a surface, as generated by Marching Cubes
(b) Fitted surface corresponding to (a)
(c) Detail of surface in (a)
(d) Fitting of (c)
presented aurally. This helps one to analyse not only the evolution of the property itself over the surface, but also to identify unseen features or to clarify ambiguous visual information. Table 1 shows the particular surface properties mapped and corresponding sound controls used in each sonification.

A further sonification identifies a surface by means of a surface-based earcon to help catalogue and memorise surface information. Shape and roughness are mapped into a sequence of sounds using an earcon type mapping, helping the user to remember aspects of previously analysed surfaces.

**Perception Justification and Reinforcements**

The sound mappings were chosen according to our capabilities of recognition and associations of sounds. For example, high frequencies were chosen to represent high absolute values, low densities, big, and empty; low frequencies were chosen to identify full, low absolute values, small. Stereo balance was used to convey information of direction of orientation. Left-right analogy was used because of its association with western reading convention, volume was used mainly to reinforce perception of other properties, but on some occasions to reinforce low speed. Timing was used in many circumstances. In gradient sonification, changes in rhythm indicate how much change occurs. In curvature mappings, timing is responsible for conveying 'slow' and 'fast' notions for high and low values of curvature respectively. Timbre changes are used in most sound functions. Timbres are organised by channels, so that 'thicker' timbres are analogous to 'full' or 'rich' and 'thinner' timbres to 'little', 'not full', 'poor', 'weak'. Significant change in data provoked timbre changes. The sonic mappings rely also on the ability of human hearing to segregate sound streams playing simultaneously, commonly referred to as Auditory Scene Analysis and Sound Grouping [7] [44].

There are a number of tricks that can be used to avoid ambiguity and guarantee good recognition: multiple streams always have timbres sufficiently far apart perceptually; when one sound property is used in a 'risky' resolution, another property is always controlled simultaneously to reinforce perception. An extremely powerful way of reinforcing mappings of three-dimensional structures is the use of quadraphonic sound.; when depth information is to be conveyed, the sounds are distributed between up to four channels and presented on properly positioned loudspeakers so that the user has the sensation of a third dimension as sound moves back to front, front to back, left to right, right to left. All mappings that involve quadraphonic sound are also implemented as stereo, since few systems can cope with four different sound channels.

**4. Conclusions**

As the effectiveness of sound representation for 3D form, shape and interaction is established, sound may become an integral part of most visualisation systems. We have confirmed the effectiveness of auditory display in conveying information and complex structures. The meaning of most sound mappings is immediately understood, given simple explanations, although some require training. Further testing is needed to determine the improvement in performance over purely graphical presentation for redundant mappings, but most sonifications described here are capable of helping the user identify aspects of surfaces not present or not easily conveyed visually. With time and practice understanding is dramatically improved, so that it is possible to understand a great deal of data solely by sound. The expected improvements in memory and interpretation were observed. Sound programming is not difficult using MIDI if the sound equipment is flexible enough to accept a high level of control, but lack of sound libraries and standard sound equipment handling synthesis and MIDI poses a difficulty, since all sound creation, playback and manipulation as well as synchronisation has to be programmed from scratch, a situation which will change with introduction of a number of languages and environments for sonification. Sound can be useful in several ways in visualisation systems as a supportive tool, provided sonic designs take account of fundamentals of human hearing and correspondence with familiar analogies.
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